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Stark broadening in hot, dense laser-produced plasmas*
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Broadened Lyman-a x-ray lines from neon x and argon xvi(i radiators, which are immersed in a hot, dense

deuterium or deuterium-tritium plasma, are discussed. In particular, these lines are analyzed for several

temperature-density cases, characteristic of laser-produced plasmas; special attention is paid to the relative

importance of ion, electron, and Doppler effects.

1. INTRODUCTION

With the availability of high-powered lasers, it
is now possible to produce extremely hot ylasmas
that are also very dense. Such laser-produced
plasmas are currently being studied intensively
both in the United States and abroad. An integral
part of these investigations is the development of
diagnostics for the resulting plasmas. One pro-
posed diagnostic technique would emyloy x-ray
line broadening to determine plasma densities. '
Experiments on laser-produced plasmas of mod-
erate densities seem to confirm that Stark broad-
ening may be utilized as a diagnostic for high-den-
sity laser-produced plasmas. " Recently Yaakobi
and Goldman' and Burkhalter' reported the ob-
servation of Stark-broadened x-ray lines originat-
ing in these dense, hot laser-produced plasmas.

Some of the experiments being conducted at the
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory involve the laser-
induced implosion of glass-encapsulated deuteri-
um-tritium gas targets. It has been proposed that
these gas targets be seeded with a small amount
of higher-Z imyurity, such as neon or argon. '
Then, for the expected temperature-density con-
ditions produced by the implosion, the D- T plasma
would be fully ionized and the impurity would be
chosen so that the ion would be hydrogenic. Cal-
culations indicate that some of the Lyman-series
members of Ar XVIII, and possibly also of Ne x,
will have sufficient intensity to be observed.

In this payer we consider the situation in which
a D or D- T gas, seeded with a small percentage
of neon or argon, is brought to conditions of tem-
perature and density sufficient to strip a large
fraction of the impurity atoms of all but one elec-
tron. Under these conditions it should be possible
to observe the Lyman series of x rays. Hence we
will consider Lyman-u radiation from Nex and/or
Ar XVIII radiators that are immersed in a fully
ionized D or D- T plasma. Our purpose here in
studying the broadening of the Lyman-& line for
both hydrogenic neon and argon is to illustrate

how such x-ray lines will be broadened under these
extreme conditions. We will analyze these Lyman-
& lines for various temperature-density cases,
paying special attention to the relative impor-
tance to the broadening from ion, electron, and

Doppler effects. We will then compare our re-
sults to those previously found for neutral hydro-
gen and ionized helium radiators immersed in
more conventional plasmas.

In Sec. II we discuss the theoretical formalism;
in Sec. II A we treat the problem of calculating the
appropriate electric microfield distribution at a
radiator of charge pe. Also in Sec. II, especially
in Sec. II B, we discuss the formalism necessary
to combine the static electric microfield contribu-
tions with those due to electron and Doppler broad-
ening. In Sec. III we discuss our results, and in
Sec. IV we present our conclusions together with
comments regarding future work.

11. FORMALISM

The calculations performed herein are based on
a formalism developed in Hefs. 7 and 8. In this
section we sketch this development, as modified
for the case of a hydrogenic. high-Z radiator
immersed in a D- T plasma. Following this, we
comment on the range of validity of this theory.

For an ion undergoing spontaneous electric di-
pole transitions in the presence of a plasma, the
intensity distribution of the emitted radiation is
given by'

In this expression, which uses the quasistatic ap-
proximation for the ions, P(h) is the probability
distribution function for the electric microfield
due to the static ions. An equilibrium average
over the ions is now contained in the microfield
integration of Eq. (1). J(u, S) contains the trace
over the internal states of the radiating ion as well
as the average over the perturbing electrons":
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&(~, $) = —x 'lm Trs(d [«u —eh R/If

3C(~)] )(p&R)d))

(2)

A. Electric microfield calculation

The calculation of P($) involves the evaluation
of the following sine transform

d is the diyole moment operator for the radiating
ion and &~ is the frequency seyaration from the
transition in absence of the plasma. The second
term inside the square brackets contains the ion-
broadening effects; R is the position operator for
the bound radiator electron. Averaged electron-
broadening effects aypear in the term X(«)).

A final stey in the calculation involves the in-
clusion of Doypler broadening by a convolution of
the Stark profile with a Doppler yrofile. "

r~
P($) = 2&& 'h T(L) sin($L)L dL,

~Jp
(3)

where

T(L) =exp[ —yL'+I, (L)+I,(L)]. (4)

y, I,(L), and I,(L) have been calculated by a col-
lective coordinate method. "" The results are

y= [a/4(u' —2)][a'+ 2(1 —2W2)a4+ 3&3+ 8(v 2 —1)a"—6&+ 4(2 —W2)],

, ,&,), &„sin[I.G(x)] sin[I. q(x)]
(6)

where

pm)»(x) = y(a'/3x)e

S(x) = y(a'/3x)[(a' —1)/(a' —2)](e '"—e ""),

q&*)=- —
&

-*- *'*) —
&

'"*-~2' *-))
—1 1
—2 x x

G(x) = q (x) + (1/x') e ""(1+&x ax) .

(7)

(8)

(9)

~ is an effective range parameter, the choice of which is well discussed in Refs. 11 and 12. We note here
that P($) is essentially parametrized by the two constants a and y:

I,(L) = 3a' P (—1)~(2k+ 1)C,

JP
x»I~„&,(~2a)e &'2'[e "»'"2)j,(LG(x,)) —j~(Lq(x,))]

x 'K„,», v 2a e '"&' e &o'"&'j„LG x, )-j„Lq x, dx, dx,
X2

x' 'I», v 2a e 'x~' e ~~»'x2' —1 x' 'K, v 2a e '"l' e ~"»'x&' —1 dx, dx, .
0 X2

B. Electron-broadening function J(~,R )

The interaction between the radiator and the
electron perturbers is assumed to be a point-di-
pole interaction,

V&,&= eR $,(r), (12)

I and K are modified Bessel functions of the first
and third kind. j„ is a syherical Bessel function
of order k. The asymptotic form for P($) de-
veloyed in Ref. 7 is used to determine P(h) for
large values of 8.

where R is the position operator for the bound
radiator electron. $,(r) is the electric field at
the position of the radiator due to an electron per-
turber located at r. The matrix elements of R be-
tween bound hydrogenic states are proportional to
Z '; thus the interaction V,.„also scales as Z '.

In the case of the Lyman series, where there is
no lower- state broadening, the relaxation theory
expression for the quantity inside the square
brackets of Eq. (2) becomes

[&~ —eh R/0-X((u)]„, , =&(u —e$R;, /If -X(~)„„
(13)
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St(~),= lf 21'(nro) Q B„~.,' It„-~ ~ .

R' is the z component of the position operator for
the bound radiator electron. The atomic physics
of the problem is explicit in the various matrix
elements of R. The sum over p" runs over the
quantum numbers of the upper level of the desired

Lyman transition. In our case, I yman e, p" runs
over the quantum numbers of the n = 2 excited state.
It remains to determine I'(&u), which contains the
average electron-broadening effects.

In Ref. 8 the electron perturbers are treated as
particles moving independently in the field of the
charged radiator. The result for I'(nu. ) is

. 4ne'X3~ 5k', fik2
I'(&~)= —i, r d&, d&, /ffexp it &u, + ' — ' exp — ' f(k„k,),3 g () () () 2' 2PJl — 2PH

where n is the electron number density and A. ~ is
the electron thermal wavelength; k, and k, axe
wave vectors of the perturbing electrons;

f(k„k,) = kP, (v/2&3)g//(k„k, ), (16)

where g&& is the free-free Gaunt factor discussed
by Karza, s and I atter" and by O' Brien. "

If we separate I'(n~) into its real and imaginary
parts, it can be shown that'

over the states of the upper level of the txansition
are given in Ref. 16. The result is

Z(cu, 6) = C Im (&&u+ SA) coshc 3QoeS

(21)

e»0 gk y dk

(g~ «0) e-labial /8~1 (~& P 0)

(17)

&= (&&u)2+4n~A+ SA' —(Sa,eb/Zh),

and where C is a constant which is determined
when the area under the line profile is normabzed
to unity. A(&co) is given by

where g,'=k', + I &~ l. Now, starting from the equa-
tion for I'(n~), we can obtain a dispersion relation
expressing I'a, (&~) in terms of 1, (&cu):

I'„,(L~) =g 'p ', d(o'.
"" I', (uu')

Hence we are able to use the computed values of
I', (n~) in evaluating the one-dimensional integral
for I's,(&~). This procedure results in a large re-
duction in the necessary computer time compared
to previous approaches.

In order to approximate the effect of electron
correlations, we modify our ideal-gas result for
I", (&~) such that for &+ &a,

I', (n(u&(o~)= I', (&e~).

This procedure is suggested by Fig. 1 of Ref. 15.
If we impose the cutoff not at ~~ but at some frac-
tion or multiple thereof, we find that the line cen-
ter will be lowered or raised. However, the
changes are small and quite insensitive to the vari-
ation in the cutoff frequency.

Once I'(&v) has been computed, Eqs. (13) and
(14) are employed in the computation of Z(u, h).
In the case of Lyman n, the matrix invexsion in-
dicated in Eq. (2) may be performed analytically.
The details of this matrix inversion and the trace

A(&(u) = —(Qa02/Z'8') I', (n,~), (22)

where ao is the Bohr radius. The nuclear charge
of the radiator, Z, appears explicitly in Eqs. (21)
and (22). It is also contained implicitly in I'(&re),
since the electron perturbers move in the Coulomb
field of the hydrogenic radiator of charge X =Z —1.
That is, the charge of the radiator enters into the
computation of the Gaunt factor.

At this point we briefly discuss the range of
validity of the second-ordex' theory that we have
developed in this section. In dealing with high-
temperature (10'-10"K)plasmas in the density
range (1 && 10")-(2 && 10") cm ', it might be ex-
pected that a second-order theory which is based
on the assumption that the vast majority of colli-
sions are weak and which does not include degen-
eracy effects would prove invalid. However, it
can be shown that for the temperature-density con-
ditions discussed in this paper, degeneracy effects
are negligible. " To assess the relative strength of
the electron interactions fox' the physical situations
considered here, we first note that while the elec-
tronic attraction to an ionic radiator of charge
Z —1 is proportional to Z —1, the binding energy
of the bound radiator electron is proportional to
Z'. It follows that the ratio of the energy of such
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FIG. 4. Line profiles for the Lyman-e line of Ne x,
illustrating various contribution to the compl. ete line pro-
file; (a) static-ion profile, (b) profile including static
ions and dynamic electrons, (c) profile including static
ions, dynamic electrons„and the Doppler effect, (d)

Doppler profile. T -809.1 eV and n =1x102~ cm, &~ is
in rydbergs,

a value of 0.4. The relative importance of the
Doppler effect i.s of interest. For the tempera-
tures discussed in this paper, the Doppler effect
is much more significant —compared to the elec-
tron-broadening contribution —than was the case
when dealing with more conventional plasmas
(e.g. , n=10" cm ' and T =40000'K). The iluali-
tative features of the Stark profile are also differ-
ent: here the electron contribution produces a
sha, rp spike which sits on shoulders provided
largely by the ions. Figure 5 presents a plot for
Ar XVIII that is equivalent to Fig. 4 for Ne X. The
qualitative information is the same.

Figure 6 shows, for both NeX and Ar XVIII,
families of profiles, each of which corresponds
to the same T but different n. It is evident that as
n increases, the profile changes greatly, both in
shape and width, thereby illustrating the density
sensitivity of the line profile. The practical sensi-
tivity that might be inferred from comparison of
experimental and theoretical line shapes depends

i i i i I 1 2 i i i i i i i I

0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

FIG. 6. (a) Ne x and (b) Arxvrrr Lyman-a l.ine profiles,
each of which corresponds to the same temperature but
different density. A( is in rydbergs.

on at least two factors, (1) Hovv much of the line
profile can be experimentally observed, and (2)
the resolution of the x-ray spectrometer used.

Figure 7 shows for NeX and ArXVIII, families
of three curves, each of which corresponds to the
same density but different T. The results here
imply that the frequently mentioned insensitivity
of plasma-broadened line profiles to variations in
T is significantly reduced as X increases. The
fact that Doppler broadening plays a, more signifi-
cant role in broadening the argon lines than it does
for neon is due to the fact that the effect depends
not only on mass, but also on the radiator Z.
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FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 4, but for Ar xvIII; T =113.2 eV
and n =-2x 102~ cm

FIG. 7. Same as Fig. 6, but for the same density with
different temperature.
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IV. SUMMARY

The results illustrated and discussed in this pa-
per suggest that the diagnostic potential of plasma-
line-broadening which has been clearly demon-
strated when applied to conventional plasmas" "
will carry over to laser-produced plasmas where
the emitted lines are in the x-ray region. How-

ever, the decreased temperature insensitivity im-
plies that the use of several series members
should be used to better determine the density and
also to provide a consistency check on other tem-
perature determinations.

Our deliberations have thus far been based on
rather ideal assumptions: optical thinness and
fixed temperature and density. We are in the pro-
cess of extending our calculations to higher series
members, where the effects of optical thickness
will be reduced. Secondly, we are modifying our
theory to allow for different ion and electron kinet-

ic temperatures. Finally, we expect to produce
time-averaged profiles, so that we may more
realistically analyze experimental data. Toward
this end, it should be mentioned that the line pro-
files illustrated here were very inexpensive to
produce —approximately —' the cost of those illus-
trated in Ref. 8.

We are also in the process of extending our elec-
tric microfield and line-profile calculation to cases
where the radiator has charge Z —1 and the per-
turbers are hydrogenic (Z —1) and heliumlike
(Z —2) ions in varying ratios.
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